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Setup Instructions

Blimp Square Tower

(A) 16 straight poles:
8x part 3
8x part 12

(E)4 fabric graphics

(H) 4 square tower support poles:
part 46

(F) 4 top support post: part 56

(I) 1 4-way connector pole: part 42

(D) 4 90 degree clamps

(G) 4 rounded corner poles: part 112

(J)1 carousel pole: part 44

(B) 16 straight corner poles: part 35 (C) 4 double circular feet: part 33

TOOLS
No tools required

PARTS



bungee pole connects
by push button

A

Assemble straight poles (A). 

Repeat step 2 for the other three corners. 

Repeat step 1-4 for the other three display panels.  
Install bottom circular feet (C) by joining two panels 
together and inserting dual posts into bottom of frame 
corners. Install 90 degree clamps (D) between panels 
for stability. Do this for all four sides of the tower. 

Connect corner poles (B) to  straight poles (A) with 
matching shape codes.  Connects by push button.

Unzip fabric graphic (E) and lay image face up. Slide 
fabric onto frame like a pillow case. Pinch graphic  
closed at bottom to zip up. 

Install top support posts (F) by joining two panels  
together and inserting dual posts into bottom of  
frame corners. Do this for all four sides of the tower.

STEP 01

STEP 03

STEP 05

STEP 02

STEP 04

STEP 06
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Assemble canopy frame by pushing and pulling round 
corner poles (G), square tower support poles (H), and 
4-way connector pole (I) together.

Connect canopy frame to the tower. Insert center 
carousel pole (J) by running the power cord down 
through the canopy frame center pole and pushing 
into place. 

STEP 07 STEP 08
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hanging sign

tower

canopy 
frame

tower

canopy
frame

See tapered tube instructions for top hanging sign. With tower and hanging sign on their sides, attach 
hanging sign to center carousel pole (J) using cables 
and clips. Push tower up into position. 

STEP 09 STEP 10



Complete.
STEP 11 QUICK VIEW



Matching shape 

shape 1

shape 3

shape 2

shape 4
Matching shape 

5. Put the frame on
top of the fabric

 print.

7. Place the black
vertical shafts in
the bottom ring.

8. Then the other
end in the top ring

9. Now using some
force connect the
sections together.

10. Repeat 7.8.9 till
all assembled.

12. Connect all
cables to a single 
hook and you’re
 ready to hang it.

4. Bring the rings
together making sure 

that the holes face 
each other.

2. There are 2
lengths that you

 need to pre 
assemble.  

1. Start connecting
the different sections

of the frame by 
pushing the ends 

together. 

3. Frame ends have
a code shape that

needs to match.

6. Thread cable support
through eyelet.

11. Pull the cable up
through the eyelet to
make it ready for the

 lift. 
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ARCH23T

Assemble both outer rings
Install base poles
Install all horizontal poles
Pull graphics from one end to the other slowly, 
making sure to evenly covering frame
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36''d x 228"w x 111''h Curved Arch
Display

Qty. Part Number

4 WLM#35

4 WLM#113

2 WLM#76

4 WLM#100

2 WLM#11

5 WLM#80

2 WLM#69 base plate

4 WLM#75

1 BGO-FabricXL bag

2 WLM#115



Case to Counter
Setup Instructions

*** Please Note: Fastening the poles into the 
base incorrectly may result in damage to the unit
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